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About This Game

GL1TCH combines the timing and action of an old-school arcade game with layers of strategy that will challenge you to think,
and be quick, at the controls.

It's not about blowing things up or flying spaceships, it's about disabling circuits by using their weaknesses against them. The
key is to strategically take down each circuit while scoring as many points as you can on each and every one. Clever tricks and

timing lead to monumental scores. It's up to you to discover how to do it!

Each PCB is controlled by batteries and a microswitch and protected by electrons. Transfer power between batteries to overload
the circuit and take control, but watch the microswitch -- if it ticks across to closed the PCB will shut down. Avoid the red
electrons as they will deplete the batteries with each hit. Once you've overloaded the circuit you are in control and it's your

chance to turn the tables on the electrons. Collect as many as you can while avoiding the Debugger which searches the PCB for
you to end your overtime early.

GL1TCH uses the most current version of the Unreal Engine(tm) from Epic Software, Inc. and support mouse + keyboard as
well as gamepad and will run smooth as silk on any Windows(tm) based PC from the last five to ten years. No need for monster

hardware to dive into GL1TCH!
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Title: GL1TCH
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
whatthehal Games, LLC
Publisher:
whatthehal Games, LLC
Release Date: 28 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Vista

Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q9400 or AMD FX8320

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia Geforce 200 Series or AMD Radeon HD3000 Series

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard or Any Third Party

English
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Cool idea, unusual gameplay, survival is great but a bit laggy for my laptop.

P.S.: after update 5 survival isnt laggy anymore. thanks, devs!. Abandoned!!!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RxPZV6oHFdA

Definitley not much to see here and probably an easy one to avoid.. Adorable side-scrolling obstacle course driving game, in
which a truckload of cuddly toys must not fall out as you fly over ramps, TNT, and moose! Levels range from the simple to the
incredibly hard.. Drive around the low detailed map and collect stuff. even more boring than it sounds. Plays like a tech demo
from 2001.. This game is a suprisingly good horror game for what it is.

The only real thing it's missing is content, like more maps, or different gamemodes, or more mechanics, because as it stands it
feels more like a hollow shell than a game.

That said, for the price of literally a buck, I cannot recommend it enough.. The Hare is now stuck in the depths of the sea! You
have to free the poor animal. And for that, as in the magician's room, you will have to solve puzzles.

As usual, you have to pray to stay calm because of the puzzles. Some of them are very easy: the shooting target, the memory
one, even the final puzzle is easy compared to the three hard ones: the picture of the hare in a sailor outfit, the statuettes and my
nightmare, that prompted me to finally skip a puzzle in this game, the Hungarian rings. It's very very frustrating when you don't
manage to solve a puzzle despite understanding it and seeing more or less how to play it.

But you can go ahead with trials and errors without problems, anyway, as most of them don't require a brain frying for
overanalyzing. If you're used to Hare in the Hat, you will be satisfied with this DLC.

And the developer did keep his promise to stop any ban when skipping a level. Now, only the achievement for the puzzle isn't
unlocked and requires a second playthrough instead of being unable to unlock other achievements coming after. However, there
is a little problem when using the skip (I've used it in my second playthrough to go faster to reach the game with Hungarian
rings): if you're not doing properly after knowing the trick, you'll be directed again to the guide and you may be confronted to
not being able to come back to the game, as the window will not display anymore the game. I had to close it or kill the process.

As usual, the graphics are nice and very cartoonish, however, the flickering on the screen is still present, though I found it being
less frequent than in the main story. I've also noticed that the clicking sound seems to be less annoying as I didn't turn off the
sound for this DLC.

Anyway, now, I'm letting days pass for the Hungarian rings, the time for someone to show a way to solve it or if I'm lucky
enough, to see the solution if the puzzle isn't random. It's the sole puzzle I can't solve. And I've been frustrated enough by
clicking the wrong arrows and making or the wrong ring to turn or the right ring to go in the wrong direction. I suspect that this
difficulty to recognize the arrows is preventing me to solve it.

In conclusion, buy this DLC if you like Hare in the Hat and if you really want to make sure that you're not going to be stuck
with achievements because of a ban, though I suppose that now, the main game is also now allowing people to skip without an
harsh punishment.
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While it does have a few problems and frustrating moments, it still is a really enjoyable game. The writing is pretty funny, the
gameplay is good, the soundtrack is good, and it has a really nice aesthetic. I wish it had been more successful, because it
deserves it.. For a first game from an small dev, it's a pretty swell point-and-click adventure. Takes about 5 to 6 hours to
complete. The puzzles made sense - I only got stuck a few times due to missing an item or conversation earlier. I enjoyed
learning the lore and how the bad guys were portrayed. The item combining system was a bit of a hassle to use.

PROS
puzzles
lore
music

NEUTRAL
that RPG Maker look

CONS
lack of proof-reading (will probably be fixed in a future update)
some bugs (ditto)
item combining could use some fine-tuning

All in all, I consider it money well spent, and look forward to seeing what One Bit Studio will do next.. This is a really fun time-
killer! It's one of those games where you can easily get lost in (in a good way). It's easy enough to be accessible to everyone but
quickly gets challenging enough to keep the veteran coming back. Does a great job of scratching that VR Tetris itch.

Also, a very fun game to introduce others into the world of VR!. I wanted No Man's Sky to be a inproved version of this game...
I don't even need to say I was fully disapointed.
This game is amazing, 10\/10.
You guys should check out more of these underground indie games, I'm recomending this one and Retro\/Grade. Play them..
The new policies are minor but useful, and they work just fine in my game. Something that could make this overpriced mod
even better is if the creator would make any of the dilemmas actually work.. So far so good. Exactly what I was expecting for a
Tetris game on VR. The dev team seems to be quick and effective to respond on issues (it's early access so I don't mind issues).
If you are a Tetris fan give this game a shot, it will only get better with time and feedbacks. Affordable enjoyable game with
good ambiance (I love how the floor and the background synch with the music and all).

Also 40% promotion on release ? alright.. Really nice, elegant and well made puzzle game. Gets really difficult towards the end,
but the initial levels are really pleasant.

(Notice: The review at the time of writing states that I've spent 0.2h in-game but it was actually closer to 3h since I played it
while being offline :)
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